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Abstract
The performance of Linux servers running in missioncritical environments such as telecommunication networks is a critical attribute. Its importance is growing
due to incorporated high availability approaches, especially for servers requiring five and six nines availability.
With the growing number of requirements that Linux
servers must meet in areas of performance, security, reliability, and serviceability, it is becoming a difficult task
to optimize all the architecture layers and parameters to
meet the user needs.
Other Linux servers, those not operating in a missioncritical environment, also require different approaches
to optimization to meet specific constraints of their operating environment, such as traffic type and intensity,
types of calculations, memory, and CPU and IO use.
This paper proposes and discusses the design and implementation of a tool called the Performance and Availability Characterization tool, PAC for short, which operates with over 150 system parameters to optimize over
50 performance characteristics. The paper discusses the
PAC tool’s architecture, multi-parametric analysis algorithms, and application areas. Furthermore, the paper
presents possible future work to improve the tool and extend it to cover additional system parameters and characteristics.

1

Introduction

The telecommunications market is one of the fastest
growing industries where performance and availability demands are critical due to the nature of real-time
communications tasks with requirement of serving thousands of subscribers simultaneously with defined quality
of service. Before Y2000, telecommunications infrastructure providers were solving performance and availability problems by providing proprietary hardware and

software solutions that were very expensive and in many
cases posed a lock-in with specific vendors. In the current business environment, many players have come to
the market with variety of cost-effective telecommunication technologies including packed data technologies
such as VoIP, creating server-competitive conditions for
traditional providers of wireless types of voice communications. To be effective in this new business environment, the vendors and carriers are looking for ways to
decrease development and maintenance costs, and decrease time to market for their solutions.
Since 2000, we have witnessed the creation of several
industry bodies and forums such as the Service Availability Forum, Communications Platforms Trade Association, Linux Foundation Carrier Grade Linux Initiative, PCI Industrial Computer Manufacturers Group,
SCOPE Alliance, and many others. Those industry
forums are working on defining common approaches
and standards that are intended to address fundamental
problems and make available a modular approach for
telecommunication solutions, where systems are built
using well defined hardware specifications, standards,
and Open Source APIs and libraries for their middleware and applications [11] (“Technology Trends” and
“The .org player” chapters).
The Linux operating system has become the de facto
standard operating system for the majority of telecommunication systems. The Carrier Grade Linux initiative at the Linux Foundation addresses telecommunication system requirements, which include availability and
performance [16].
Furthermore, companies as Alcatel, Cisco, Ericsson,
Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Intel, Motorola, and Nokia use
Linux solutions from MontaVista, Red Hat, SuSE, and
WindRiver for such their products as softswitches, telecom management systems, packet data gateways, and
routers [13]. Examples of existing products include Alcatel Evolium BSC 9130 on the base of the Advanced
TCA platform, and Nortel MSC Server [20], and many
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more of them are announced by such companies as Motorola, Nokia, Siemens, and Ericsson.
As we can see, there are many examples of Linux-based,
carrier-grade platforms used for a variety of telecommunication server nodes. Depending on the place and functionality of the particular server node in the telecommunication network infrastructure, there can be different
types of loads and different types of performance bottlenecks.
Many articles and other materials are devoted to questions like “how will Linux-based systems handle performance critical tasks?” In spite of the availability
of carrier-class solutions, the question is still important
for systems serving a large amount of simultaneous requests, e.g. WEB Servers [10] as Telecommunicationspecific systems.
Telecommunication systems such as wireless/mobile
networks have complicated infrastructures implemented, where each particular subsystem solves its specific problem. Depending on the problem, the critical
systems’ resource could be different. For example, Dynamic Memory Allocation could become a bottleneck
for Billing Gateway, Fraud Control Center (FCC), and
Data Monitoring (DMO) [12] even in SMP architecture
environment. Another example is WLAN-to-WLAN
handover in UMTS networks where TCP connection reestablishment involves multiple boxes including HLR,
DHCP servers and Gateways, and takes significant time
(10–20 sec.) which is absolutely unacceptable for VoIP
applications [15]. A similar story occurred with TCP
over CDMA2000 Networks, where a bottleneck was
found in the buffer and queue sizes of a BSC box [17].
The list of the examples can be endless.
If we consider how the above examples differ, we would
find out that in most cases performance issues appear to
be quite difficult to deal with, and usually require rework
and redesign of the whole system, which may obviously
be very expensive.
The performance improvement by itself is quite a wellknown task that is being solved by the different approaches including the Clustering and the Distributed
Dynamic Load Balancing (DDLB) methods [19]; this
can take into account load of each particular node (CPU)
and links throughput. However, a new question may
arise: “Well. We know the load will be even and dynamically re-distributed, but what is the maximum system performance we can expect?” Here we are talking

not about performance problems, but about performance
characterization of the system. In many cases, people
working on the new system development and fortunately
having performance requirements agreed up front use
prototyping techniques. That is a straightforward but
still difficult way, especially for telecommunication systems where the load varies by types, geographic location, time of the day, etc. Prototyping requires creation
of an adequate but inexpensive model which is problematic in described conditions.
The authors of this paper are working in telecommunication software development area and hence tend to
mostly consider problems that they face and solve in
their day-to-day work. It was already said that performance issues and characterization are within the area of
interest for a Linux-based system developer. Characterization of performance is about inexpensive modeling
of the specific solution with the purpose of predicting
future system performance.
What are the other performance-related questions that
may be interesting when working in telecommunications? It isn’t just by chance we placed the word Performance close to Availability; both are essential characteristics of a modern telecommunication system. If
we think for a moment about the methods of achieving of some standard level of availability (let’s say the
five- or six- nines that are currently common industry
standards), we will see that it is all about redundancy,
reservation, and recovery. Besides specific requirements
to the hardware, those methods require significant software overhead functionality. That means that in addition to system primary functions, it should provide algorithms for monitoring failure events and providing appropriate recovery actions. These algorithms are obviously resource-consuming and therefore impact overall
system performance, so another problem to consider is
a reasonable tradeoff between availability and productivity [8], [18].
Let’s consider some more problems related to telecommunication systems performance and availability characterization that are not as fundamental as those described above, but which are still important (Figure 1).
Performance profiling. The goal of performance profiling is to verify that performance requirements have
been achieved. Response times, throughput, and other
time-sensitive system characteristics should be measured and evaluated. The performance profiling is ap-
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Figure 1: Performance and Availability Characterization
target problems
plicable for release-to-release testing.
Load testing. The goal of load testing is to determine
and ensure that the system functions properly beyond
the expected maximum workload. The load testing subjects the system to varying workloads to evaluate the
performance behaviors and ability of the system to function properly under these different workloads. The load
testing also could be applicable on design stage of a
project to choose the best system architecture and ensure
that requirements will be achieved under real/similar
system workloads [21], [22].
Stress testing. The goal of stress testing is to find performance issues and errors due to low resources or competition for resources. Stress testing can also be used to
identify the peak workload that the system can handle.
Performance issue investigation. Any type of performance testing in common with serious result analysis
could be applicable here. Also in some cases, snapshot gathering of system characteristics and/or profiling
could be very useful.
Performance Tuning. The goal of performance tuning
is to find optimal OS and Platform/Application settings,
process affinity, and schedule policy for load balancing
with the target of having the best compromise between
performance and availability. The multi-objective optimization algorithm can greatly reduce the quantity of
tested input parameter combinations.
This long introduction was intended to explain why we
started to look at performance and availability characterization problems and their applications to Linux-based,
carrier-grade servers. Further along in this paper, we
will consider existing approaches and tools and share

Overview of the existing methods for Performance and Availability Characterization

A number of tools and different approaches for performance characterization exist and are available for Linux
systems. These tools and approaches target different
problems and use different techniques for extracting
system data to be analyzed as well, and support different ways to represent the results of the analysis. For the
simplest cases of investigating performance issues, the
standard Linux tools can be used by anyone. For example, the GNU profiler gprof provides basic information
about pieces of code that are consuming more time to
be executed, and which subprograms are being run more
frequently than others. Such information offers understanding where small improvements and enhancements
can give significant benefits in performance. The corresponding tool kprof gives an opportunity to analyze
graphical representation gprof outputs in form of calltrees, e.g. comprehensive information about the system
can be received from /proc (a reflection of the system in
memory). Furthermore, for dealing with performance
issues, a variety of standard debugging tools such as instrumentation profilers (oprofile which is a system-wide
profiler), debuggers kdb and kgdb, allowing kernel debugging up to source code level as well as probes crash
dumps and many others are described in details in popular Linux books [3]. These tools are available and provide a lot of information. At the same time a lot of work
is required to filter out useful information and to analyze
it. The next reasonable step that many people working
on performance measurement and tuning attempt to do
is to create an integrated and preferably automated solution which incorporates in it the best features of the
available standalone tools.
Such tools set of benchmarks and frameworks have appeared such as the well known package lmbench, which
is actually a set of utilities for measurement of such
characteristics as memory bandwidth, context switching, file system, process creating, signal handling latency, etc. It was initially proposed and used as a universal performance benchmarking tool for Unix-based systems. There were several projects intended to develop
new microbenchmark tools on the basis of lmbench in
order to improve measurement precision and applicability for low-latency events by using high-resolution
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timers and internal loops with measurement of the average length of events calculated through a period of
time, such as Hbench-OS package [4]. It is noticeable that besides widely used performance benchmarks,
there are examples of availability benchmarks that are
specifically intended to evaluate a system from the high
availability and maintainability point of view by simulating failure situations over a certain amount of time
and gathering corresponding metrics [5].
Frameworks to run and analyze the benchmarks were
the next logical step to customize this time-consuming
process of performance characterization. Usually a
framework is an automated tool providing additional
customization, automation, representation, and analysis
means on top of one or several sets of benchmarks. It
makes process of benchmarking easier, including automated decision making about the appropriate amount of
cycles needed to get trustworthy results [23].
Therefore, we can see that there are a number of tools
and approaches one may want to consider and use to
characterize a Linux-based system in terms of performance. Making the choice we always keep in mind the
main purpose of the performance characterization. Usually people pursue getting these characteristics in order
to prove or reject the assumption that a particular system
will be able to handle some specific load. So if you are
working on a prototype of a Linux-based server for use
as a wireless base site controller that should handle e.g.
one thousand voice and two thousand data calls, would
you be happy to know from the benchmarks that your
system is able to handle e.g. fifty thousand TCP connections? The answer isn’t trivial in this case. To make
sure, we have to prepare a highly realistic simulated environment and run the test with the required number of
voice and data calls. It is not easy, even if the system is
already implemented, because you will have to create or
simulate an external environment that is able to provide
an adequate type and amount of load, and which behaves
similarly to a live wireless infrastructure environment.
In case you are in the design phase of your system, it
is just impossible. You will need to build your conclusion on the basis of a simplified system model. Fortunately, there is another approach—to model the load, not
the system. Looking at the architecture, we can assume
what a specific number of voice and data calls will entail in the system in terms of TCP connections, memory,
timers, and other resources required. Having this kind
of information, we can use benchmarks for the iden-

tified resources and make the conclusion after running
and analyzing these benchmarks on the target HW/SW
platform, without the necessity of implementing the application and/or environment. This approach is called
workload characterization [2].
Looking back to the Introduction section, we see that
all the target questions of Performance and Availability
characterization are covered by the tools we have briefly
looked through above. At the same time there is no single universal tool that is able to address all these questions. Further in the paper we are introducing the Performance and Availability Characterization (PAC) tool that
combines the essential advantages of all the approaches
considered in this chapter and provides a convenient
framework to perform comprehensive Linux-based platforms characterization for multiple purposes.

3

Architectural Approach

3.1

Experimental Approach

Anyone who is trying to learn about the configuration of
Linux servers running in mission-critical environments
and running complex applications systems will have to
address the following challenges:
• An optimal configuration, suitable for any state of
environmental workload, does not exist;
• Systems are sophisticated: Distributed, Multiprocessor, Multithreaded;
• Hundreds or even thousands of configuration parameters can be changed;
• Parameters can be poorly documented, so the result
of a change for a group of parameters or even single
parameter can be totally unpredictable.
Based on the above described conditions, an analytical
approach is scarcely applicable, because a system model
is not clear. An empirical approach could be more applicable to find optimal configuration of a system, but only
experimental evaluation can be used to validate the correctness of optimal configuration on a real system. The
heart of PAC is the concept of the experimentation. A
single experiment consists of the following parts:
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• Input parameters: let us call them Xs. Input parameters are all that you want to set up on a target
system. Typical examples here are Linux kernel
variables, loader settings, and any system or application settings.

3.2

Overview of PAC Architecture
XML
Test Case

• Output parameters: let us call them Ys. Output parameters are all that you want to measure or gather
on a target system: CPU and Memory utilization,
any message throughput and latency, system services bandwidth, and more. Sources for Ys could
be: /proc file system, loaders output, profiling
data, and any other system and application output.

Every scenario file may use preprocessor directives and
S-Language statements. S-Language is a script language which is introduced specifically for the project.
Both preprocessor and S-Language are described in
more detail following. One of the important parts of the
scenario executor is a dynamic table of variables. Variable is a pair-variable name and variable value. There
are two sources of the variables in the dynamic table:
• Xs (Input variables). They are coming from an experiment.
• Ys (Collected variables). They are coming from
remote hosts.
In the case of input variables, the names of the variables
are provided by the XML-formatted single experiment
file. In the case of collected variables, the names of
the variables are provided by scripts or other executables on the target hosts’ side. Whenever the same executable could be run on many different hosts, a namespace mechanism is introduced for the variable names.
A host identifier is used as a namespace of the variable
name.

Scenario

PAC Engine
ELF
Test Case Processor

XML
Host 1

Single Experiment

• Experiment scenarios: An experiment scenario is a
description of actions which should be executed on
target hosts.
Typical experiment scenario follows a sequence of action: setup Xs that can’t be applied on-the-fly (including execution required actions to apply such Xs like
restart node or processes, down and up network interfaces, etc.), then setup Xs that can be applied on-the-fly
and loader’s Xs, start loaders, next setup Xs like: schedule policy, priority, CPU binding etc., finally collect Ys
such as CPU/Memory usage, stop loaders, and overall
statistics.

SKL

Scenario Processor
ELF
Preprocessor
& substitution logic

Scenario
Executor

Host 2

ELF

Host N

XML
Experiment Results

XML

Logs

Results

Figure 2: PAC Architecture
A test case consists of a set of experiments. Each experiment is essentially a set of Xs that should be used
while executing a scenario. Set of Xs within one Test
Case boundaries is constant and only values of these Xs
are variable. Each experiment is unambiguously linked
to a scenario. A scenario resides in a separate file or
in a group of files. The PAC engine overall logic is as
follows:
• Takes a test case file;
• For each experiment in the test case, performs the
steps below;
• Selects the corresponding scenario file;
• Executes all the scenario instructions using settings
for fine tuning the execution logic;
• Saves the results into a separate result file;
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• Saves log files where the execution details are
stored.
Test Cases The basic unit of test execution is an experiment. A single experiment holds a list of variables, and
each variable has a unique name. Many experiments
form a test case. The purpose of varying Xs’ values depends on a testing goal. Those Xs’ names are used in
scenarios to be substituted with the values for a certain
experiment.
Scenarios A scenario is a description of actions which
should be executed on target hosts in a sequence or in
parallel in order to set up Xs’ values in accordance with
Test Case/Experiments and gather the values of Ys. The
solution introduces a special language for writing scenarios. The language simplifies description of actions
that should be executed in parallel on many hosts, data
collection, variable values, substitution, etc.

are collected from target hosts. At the end of the scenario execution, two files are generated: a log file and a
results file. The log file contains the report on what was
executed and when, on which host, as well as the return
codes of the commands. The results file contains a set
of collected variables (Xs and Ys).
The main purpose of the introduced S-Language is to
simplify a textual description of the action sequences
which are being executed consecutively and/or in parallel on many hosts. Figure 3 shows an example task
execution sequence.
Task 1

Task 3
Task 2

Task 4

Results The results files are similar to Test Case files.
However, they contain set of Ys coming from target
hosts and from input experiment variables (Xs).
The scenario processor consists of two stages, as depicted in the figure above. At the bottom line there is a
scenario executor which deals with a single scenario file.
From the scenario executor’s point of view, a scenario is
a single file; however, it is a nice feature to be able to
group scenario fragments into separate files. To support
this feature the preprocessor and substitution logic is introduced in the first stage. The standard C programming
language preprocessor is used at this stage, so anything
which is supported by the preprocessor can be used in a
scenario file. Here is a brief description of the C preprocessor features which is not a complete one and is given
here for reference purposes only:
• Files inclusion;
• Macro substitutions;
• Conditional logic.
Summarizing, the complete sequence of actions is as
follows: The single experiment from the Test Case is applied to the scenario file. It assumes macro substitutions
of the experiment values (Xs), file inclusions, etc. The
scenario executor follows instructions from the scenario
file. While executing the scenario some variables (Ys)

Task 5

(a) Block diagram
TITLE ‘‘Scenario example’’
#include "TestHosts.incl"
#include "CommonDef.incl"
/* Task1 */
WAIT ssh://USER:PASSWD @ {X_TestHost} "set_kernel_tun.sh SEM \
{X_IPC_SEM_KernelSemmni} {X_IPC_SEM_KernelSemopm}"
PARALLEL
{
/* Task2 */
COLLECT @ X_TestHost "sem_loader -d {X_Duration} \
-r {X_IPC_SEM_NumPVOps} -t {X_IPC_SEM_LoaderNumThreads}"
SERIAL
{
/* Task3&4 */
COLLECT @ {X_TestHost} "get_overall_CPUusage.pl -d
{X_Duration}"
COLLECT [exist(Y_Memory_Free)] @ {X_TestHost} \
"get_overall_Memoryusage.pl -d X_Duration"
}
}
/* Task5 */
NOWAIT [IPC_iteration >1] @ {X_TestHost} ‘‘cleanup_timestamps.sh’’

(b) S-Language Code

Figure 3: Scenario Example
ExecCommand is a basic statement of the S-Language.
It instructs the scenario executor to execute a command
on a target host. The non-mandatory Condition element specifies the condition on when the command is to
be executed. There are five supported command modifiers: RAWCOLLECT, COLLECT, WAIT, NOWAIT,
and IGNORE. The At Clause part specifies on which
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host the command should be executed. The At Clause is
followed by a string literal, which is the command to be
executed. Substitutions are allowed in the string literal.
3.3

PAC Agents

We are going to refer to all software objects located
on a target system as PAC agents. The server side of
PAC does not contain any Performance and Availability
specifics, but it is just intended to support any type of
complex testing and test environment. Everybody can
use PAC itself to implement their own scenario and target agents in order to solve their own specific problem
related to the system testing and monitoring.
PAC agents, which are parts of the PAC tool, are the
following:
• Linux service loaders;

The functionality depends on a loader type. For example, the file system loader performs a set of file operations, while the shared memory loader performs a set of
shared memory operations, and so on. If the required
functionality has been executed before the end of the
given time slice, a loader just sleeps until the end of
the slice. If the functionality takes longer than a time
slice, the loader increments the corresponding statistic’s
counter and proceeds.
There are several common parameters for loaders.
Input:
• The first one is a number of threads/processes. The
main thread of each loader’s responsibility is to
create the specified number of threads/processes
and wait until they are finished. Each created
thread performs the loader-specific operations with
the specified rate.
• The second common thing is the total loader working time. This specifies when a loader should stop
performing operations.

• Xs adjusting scripts;
• Ys gathering scripts.
In this paper, we consider only loaders as more interesting part of PAC agents. The diagram in Figure 4 is
intended to show the common principle of the loader
implementation. Every loader receives a command line
Rate:
number of time slices
per base interval

• Loaders support a parameter which provides the
number of operations per one “call of F() functionality.” For example, a signal loader takes an argument of how many signals should be sent per time
slice. This parameter, together with the number of
threads, rate, and number of objects to work with
(like number of message queues), gives the actual
load.

sleep
F()

F()

time

Time taken
by F( )

• Besides that, each loader accepts specific parameters (shared memory block size in kilobytes, message size, and signal number to send, and so on).

Does not meet
rate requirements

Time
slice

Output:

Base Interval

F ( )
{
for ( NumberOfCycles )
{
RequiredFunctionality();
}
}

F (functionality):
the function that performs a load;
depends on loader type
(file operations, queue operations, ...)

Figure 4: Loader Implementation
argument which provides the number of time slices a
base interval (usually one second) is going to be divided
into. For example: <loader> --rate 20 means
that a one-second interval will be divided into 20 slices.
At the very beginning of each time slice, a loader calls
a function which performs a required functionality/load.

• Number of fails due to the rate requirement not being met.
• Statistics—figures which are specific for a loader
(messages successfully sent, operations successfully performed, etc.)
The loaders implementation described above allows not
only the identification of Linux service breakpoints, but
also—with help of fine rate/load control—the discovery
of the service behavior at different system loads and settings. The following loaders are available as part of PAC
tool:
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• IPC loaders:
– Shared memory loader;
– Semaphore loader;
– Message queues loader;
– Timer loader.
• CPU loaders:
– CPU loader;
– Signal loader;
– Process loader.
• IP loaders:
– TCP loader;
– UDP loader.
• FS loader (File & Storage);
• Memory loader.
One more PAC agent is PPA (Precise Process Accounting). PPA is a kernel patch that has been contributed by Motorola. PPA enhances the Linux kernel to accurately measure user/system/interrupt time
both per-task and system wide (all stats per CPU).
It measures time by explicitly time-stamping in the
kernel and gathers vital system stats such as system
calls, context switches, scheduling latency, and additional ones. More information on PPA is available from the PPA SourceForge web site: http://
sourceforge.net/projects/ppacc/.

4

Performance and Availability Characterization in Use

Let us assume that you already have the PAC tool and
you have decided to use it for your particular task. First
of all, you will have to prepare and plan your experiments:

• Identify list of output parameters (Ys) that you
would like to measure during an experiment: everything you want to learn about the system when
it is under a given load.
If we are talking about Linux systems, you are lucky
then, because you can find in the PAC toolset all the
necessary components for the PAC agent that have been
already implemented: set scripts for Xs, get scripts for
Ys, and predefined scenarios for Linux’s every service.
If you are not using Linux, you can easily implement
your own scripts, scenarios, and loaders. When you
have identified all the parameters that you want to set up
and measure, you can move on to plan the experiments
to run.
We will start with some semaphore testing for kernels
2.4 and 2.6 on specific hardware. Let’s consider the first
test case (see Table 1). Every single line represents a
single experiment that is a set of input values. You can
see some variation for number of semaphores, operation
rate, and number of threads for the loader; all those values are Xs. A test case also has names of the values that
should be collected—Ys.
As soon as the numbers are collected, let’s proceed to
the data analysis. Having received results of the experiments for different scenarios, we are able to build charts
and visually compare them. Figure 5 shows an example
of semaphore charts for two kernels: 2.4 on the top, and
2.6 on the bottom. The charts show that kernel 2.4 has a
lack of performance in the case of many semaphores. It
is not easy to notice the difference between the kernels
without having a similar tool for collecting performance
characteristics. The charts in Figure 6 are built from
the same data as the previous charts; however, a CPU
measurement parameter was chosen for the vertical axis.
The charts show that the CPU consumption is considerably less on 2.6 kernel in comparison with 2.4. In the
Introduction section, we presented some challenges related to performance and availability. In this section, we
will cover how we face these challenges by experiment
planning and appropriate data analysis approach.
Performance Profiling

• Identify list of input parameters (Xs) that you
would like to set up on the target. That could be
kernel parameters, a loader setting like operational
rate, number of processes/threads, CPU binding,
etc.

• Set up predefined/standard configuration for the
kernel and system services.
• Setup loaders to generate the workload as stated in
your requirements.

TC_ID

Experiment_ID

X_IPC_SEM_KernelSemmni

X_IPC_SEM_KernelSemmns

X_IPC_SEM_KernelSemopm

X_IPC_SEM_LoaderNumSems

X_IPC_SEM_NumPVOps

X_IPC_SEM_LoaderNumThreads

Y_CPU_Percentage_cpu1

Y_CPU_Percentage_cpu2

Y_CPU_Percentage_cpu3

Y_CPU_Percentage_cpu4

Y_MEMORY_Free

Y_IPC_SEM_NumSems

Y_IPC_SEM_LdrLockOp

Y_IPC_SEM_LdrUnlockOp

Y_IPC_SEM_LdrRateFailed
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9712.8
48474.1
96912.2
242340
484651
581599
678266
775435
9991.11
50958.4
98917.5
242667
485289
584133

52132.7
89916.8
233750
494471
584269
674156
791193
9712.8
48474.1
96912.2
242340
484651
581599
678266
775435
9991.11
50958.4
98917.5
242667
485289
584133

0.0666667
0
0
0
0.0777778
0.0333333
0.0666667
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 1: Table of Experiments
• Perform experiments.
• Check whether the measured data shows that requirements are met.
Load Testing
• Set up predefined/standard configuration for the
kernel and system services.
• Use a long experiment duration.
• Mix the workload for all available services.
• Vary workloads.
• Vary the number of threads and instances for the
platform component.

• Check that all experiments are done and Ys are in
valid boundaries.
Performance tuning
• Plan your experiments from a workload perspective with the target to simulate a real load on the
system.
• Vary Linux settings, process affinity, schedule police, number of threads/instances, etc.
• Analyze the results in order to identify the optimal
configuration for your system. Actually we believe
a multi-objective optimization can be very useful
for that. This approach is described in more detail
later on.

• Analyze system behavior.
• Check that Ys are in valid boundaries.
Stress Testing
• Use a high workload.
• Operate by the loader with the target to exhaust
system resources like CPU, memory, disk space,
etc.
• Analyze system behavior.

System Modeling
• Take a look at your design. Count all the system
objects that will be required from an OS perspective, like the number of queues, TCP/UDP link,
timers, semaphores, shared memory segment, files,
etc.
• Examine your requirements in order to extrapolate
this on every OS service workload.
• Prepare test case(s).
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(a) kernel 2.4

(a) kernel 2.4

(b) kernel 2.6

(b) kernel 2.6

Figure 5: Semaphore chart
• Analyze the obtained results to understand whether
your hardware can withstand your design.

5

Future Plans for Further Approaches Development

In its current version, the PAC tool allows us to reach
the goals we set for ourselves, and has a lot of potential opportunities for further improvements. We realize
a number of areas where we can improve this solution
to make it more and more applicable for a variety of
performance- and availability-related testing.
Through real applications of the PAC tool to existing
telecommunication platforms, we realized that this approach from the experimental perspective could be very
fruitful. However, we noticed that results may vary depending on the overall understanding and intuition of
the person performing the planning of the experiments.
If a person using PAC does not spend enough time to
investigate the nature of the system, she/he may need
to spend several cycles of experiments-planning before

Figure 6: CPU usage chart

she/he identifies right interval of system parameters—
i.e., where to search for valuable statistical results. This
is still valuable, but requires the boring sorting of a significant amount of statistical information. In reality,
there may be more than one hundred tunable parameters. Some of them will not have any impact on certain
system characteristics; others will certainly have impact.
It is not always easy to predict it just from common perspective. An even more difficult task is to imagine and
predict the whole complexity of the inter-relationships
of parameters. Automation of this process seems to be
reasonable here and there is a math theory devoted to
this task that we believe could be successfully applied.
We are talking about multi-parametric optimization. It
is a well described area of mathematics, but many
constraints are applied to make this theory applicable for discrete and non-linear dependencies (which is
true for most of dependencies we can meet in system tunable parameters area). We are currently looking for numeric approaches for these kinds of multiparametric optimizations—e.g., NOMAD (Nonlinear
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Optimization for Mixed variables and Derivatives) [1],
GANSO (Global And Non-Smooth Optimization) [7],
or ParEGO Hybrid algorithm [14]. A direct search
for the optimal parameters combination would take too
much time (many years) to sort out all possible combinations, even with fewer than one hundred parameters.
Using math theory methods, we will cut the number of
experiments down to a reasonable number and shorten
the test cycle length in the case of using PAC for load
and stress testing purposes.

Automation

Math functionality

Stability

Compatibility

Flexibility

Project activity

Kst
Grace
LabPlot
KDEedu (KmPlot)
Metagraf-3D
GNUPLOT
Root

Interface

Our discussion in the previous paragraph is about performance tuning, but it is not the only task that we perform using the PAC tool. Another important thing where
the PAC tool is very valuable is the investigation of performance and availability issues. Currently, we perform

7
6
8
7
6
6

5
7
2
2
7
7

5
8
7
2
5
8

7
7
7
7
2
8
8

8
8
8
2
4
8

8
6
8
2
6
8

8
7
7
8
6
4
9

Table 2: Visualization tools
analysis of the results received manually through the use
of packages such as MiniTAB, which in many case is
time consuming. Our plan is to incorporate statistical
analysis methods in the PAC tool in order to allow it to
generate statistical analysis reports and to perform results visualization automatically by using GNU GSL or
similar packages for data analysis, and such packages as
GNUPLOT, LabPlot, or Root for visualization [9][6].

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we have provided an overview of specific
performance and availability challenges encountered in
Linux servers running on telecommunication networks,
and we demonstrated a strong correlation between these
challenges and the current trend from Linux vendors to
focus on improving the performance and availability of
the Linux kernel.
We have briefly described the existing means to address
basic performance and availability problem areas, and

presented the reason why in each particular case the
set of tools used should be different, as well as mentioned that in general the procedure of performance and
availability characterization is very time- and resourceconsuming.
We presented on the need to have a common integrated
approach, i.e., the PAC tool. We discussed the tool architecture and used examples that significantly simplify
and unify procedures of performance and availability
characterization and may be used in any target problem
areas starting from Linux platform parameters tuning,
and finishing with load/stress testing and system behavior modeling.

7
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